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Abstract- Missing data not only affects performance of
decision tree rather it is responsible for degrading system
performance in addition it cause troubles during training phase
and during classification process. Decision tree in
classification plays crucial role because of easiness and
effective use to sole real world problems. Rules are generated
for the purpose of interpreting and understanding the scale for
large data base. These large scale databases are chosen
because the size of tree is independent of the size of database
as well as every tuple in the must be filtered. The study in this
paper observes the major part of data mining is to put attention
towards decision making or prediction purpose rather focusing
towards collection method of data or storage mechanism to
system application.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Missing values are critical issues and it is advised that such
issues must be handles carefully for the purpose of getting an
accurate result otherwise it may cause to produce wrong result.
Data are managed in their raw form that is no binning is
required or recommended. In decision tree, there are three
nodes i.e. root node and two child nodes [1]. Root node is the
parent node which is divided into two children nodes and each
child is again divided into two grandchildren. The maximal
sized tree is removed back to the root split by split via the
novel method of removing cost complexity. Accuracy of
classification is crucial part in applied approaches which can be
examined or evaluated with the help of calculating percentage
of tuples placed in the acceptable class. It can be observed that
cost may be associated with a wrong task to an incorrect class
[3].
A. Outliers
There are frequently many terminologies of data mining which
does not meet into the derived model responsible to become
an additional issue for large database [4]. During the process
of developing a model inclusion of these outliers may increase
performance of system.
B. Interpretation of Result
Now a day’s in the process of data mining output may have
need of to export the result in correct form with regard to
average database user.
C. Visualization of results
In the classification process the visualization plays crucial role
to support formation of decision tree to the output of data
mining algorithms.

D. Large datasets
Due to the rapid growth of network there is rapid growth of
storing devices at the same time of datasets which are related
with data mining algorithms designed for small datasets.
Numbers of applications are available on the dataset sizes
which are not competent for considering the larger datasets
II.
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A. Classification Tools
Two dissimilar classification results taking two different
classification tools. These classification tools are able to
determine best depends is applies by users to visualize the
performance of classification algorithms. It can typically be
judged by evaluating the correctness of the classification.
However classification is frequently kind of fuzzy problem.
Fuzzy problems such as evaluating the space and time exceed
can be used to response the system accordingly [8].
An OC which stands for operating characteristics and ROC
which stands for receiver operating characteristic are
important terminologies in classification. Both OC and ROC
are responsible for exposing the relationship between false
positive and true positive to determine the true variable which
can be applied for further processes. An OC curve was
initially used in the communications area to be examined false
alarm rates. A fallout stands for evaluating or observing
percentage of retrieved that are not relevant. It has also been
used in information retrieval to observe fallout verse recall
(percentage of retrieved that are relevant). There is none of
either category, at the beginning of evaluating an example
while at the end there is 100 percent of each, when evaluating
the results for a specific sample [10].
The name of the field of data in the decision tree is the object
of analysis which is generally arranged instances by sorting
them based on feature values.Instances are categorized at
theinitial root node and sorted while analysingtheir feature
values in a decision tree to shows a value of node [17,18].
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Decision Tree Algorithms
B. Statement of Problem
Distance based algorithm is the part of classification which is
responsible in the process of mapping to the similar class. Such
mapping is considered similar to the further objects in that
class than the items found in other classes. Hence similarity or
distance is applies to identify the dissimilarity of various
objects or items in the data base.
Sometimes there is a situation where there is no idea about
presence of the classes. If this is known in advance it will be
easier to use a similarity measure for classification. Before
performing this step the classes should be are predefined.
Again, think of the IR example. Each IR query provides the
class definition in the form of IR query itself. So the
classification problem then becomes one of determining
similarity not among all tuples in the database but between
each tuple and the query [19].
C. Simple Approach
Using the IR techniques, if there are representative of each
class, user can perform classification by assigning each tuple
to the class to which it is most similar. Assume here that each
tuple, tpi , in the database is defined as a vector

 tpi1 , tpi 2 ,...., tpik  of numeric values likewise, in all
possible aspects assume that each class Cl j is defined by a
tuple

 Cl j1 , Cl j 2 ,...., Cl jk  of numeric values. The

classification problem is then restated.
Definition:Given a database DB  {tp1 , tp2 ,...., tpn } of
tuples where each tuples t i  tpi1 , tpi 2 ,...., tpik  contains
numeric values as well as set of classes represented by
Cl  Cl1 , Cl 2 ,...., Cl m  where
each
class

Cl j  Cl j1 , Cl j 2 ,...., Cl jk  has numeric values. The
classification problem is to allocate each with the terminology
ti
to
the
class
that
C j such

(tpi , Cl j )  sim(tpi , Cl1 )Cl i  Cl where Cl i  C j
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There are represented vectors in these approaches. These are
represented in the form of C or for very class for the purpose
to calculate similarity measures. Referring to the three classes
as shown in figure, determine a representative for each class
by calculating the centre of each region. Thus class A is
represented by < 4, 7.5 >, class B by < 2, 2.5 >, class C by <6,
2.5 >. Each item is identified in the class o find out the
similarity of classes among defined class. The similarity of
class is represented by closest set of items. However the
approached of pattern recognition are applied to find out out
similarity and dissimilarity of classes to characterize the each
class in pattern recognition methods. The item which has been
classified is compared based on the predetermine pattern. The
items will be place in the class after evaluating the similarity
of related objects and to focus on largest value.
The following example states a meaningful approach of
distance based algorithm for each class, C i where it is
represented by its centre or sometimes by centroid. In
algorithm the use of Cl i is for its class for the reason that
every tuple must be compared to the centre due to the small
number of classes.
D. DBSAI (Distance Based Simple Approach Input)
Centers for each class= Cl1 , Cl 2 ,....., Cl m
Tuples are input to classify tp
Output: Class where tuple
Distance= ∞
fori=0; i<=m do
{
if dist (cl i , tp)  distance

tp is assigned Cl

Cl  I ;
Distance = dist (cl i , tp)
}
E. Decision Tree Based Algorithms
The decision tree based algorithm methodology is very much
applicable to solve classification problems. There are two
types of tuples which are applied. The first one is each tuple in
the database and the tuple whose values are used to build a
tree. There are two kind of phase in the technique, the first one
known as building the tree and the second one is known by
applying the tree to the database. The basic motive behind
constructing decision tree is to generate such result in the form
tree so that users have the choice to utilize their input in the
form of output. Labeling concept is also used in decision tree
based algorithm.
The decision tree method of classification is responsible to
partition the search space in the form of various rectangular
regions in addition a tuple is classified into region assuming
the similarity of region. An example of binary tree can be
considered in the form of DT and leading nodes could be
labeled with the predicates themselves in binary decision
methods i.e. with yes or no.
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III.

DEFINITION

Given a database Db  {tp1 ,....., tpn } where and the
database schema contains the following attributes {A1 , A2
,…………,Ah}.
Also
given
is
a
set
of
classes Cl  Cl1 , Cl 2 ,...., Cl m  .
A decision tree is represented by symbol DT is a tree which is
related with data D. The internal node, arc and leaf node are
used to create a decision tree. Internal node is represented in
the form of an attribute and leaf is represented in the form of
class. It has the following characteristics.

Each internal node-> Ai (an Attribute)

Each arc is -> a predicate

Each leaf node->Clj (Class)
It has the two steps.
1. Decision tree induction: It means the process of creating
DT
2.For each tp  db
According to definition, the constructed DT represents the
logic needed to perform the mapping based on our definition
of the classification problem. Thus, it implicitly defines the
mapping. A different DT could yield a different classification.
User does not consider the second part of the problem. A
decision tree can further be relatively straight forwarded to
carry out the process. Instead, focus on algorithms to construct
decision trees. Several algorithms are surveyed in the
following subsections.
This filtration is done through the tree. Many attributes are
used to construct a tree. Training data and decision tress are
represented at Dt and Tr respectively.
A. Decision Tree Build Algorithm
Input: ->Dt
Output :->Tr
Tr = 0;
Determine best splitting criterion;
Tr = Create root node ‘node’ and label with splitting attribute;
Tr = Add arc to root node for each split predicate and label,
For each arc do
Dt = Data base created by applying splitting predicate to Db;
If stopping point reached for this path, then
Tr’ = Create leaf node and label with appropriate class,
else
Tr’ = Decision_Tree_Build (Db);
Tr = Add Tr’ -> arc;
IV. RESULT
Some attributes are better than others and which attribute to
use for splitting attributes impacts the performance applying
the built DT in the name attribute definitely should not be used
and the gender may or may not be used.
The choice of attributes involves not only examination of data
in the training set but also the informed input of domain
experts. The creation of the tree definitely stops when the
training dataare perfectly classified. There may be situations
when stopping earlier would be desirable to prevent the
creation of larger trees. There may be situations when
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stopping earlier would be desirable to prevent the creation of
larger trees.
V.
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